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PATRON’S MESSAGE

This edition of the safety bulletin
is on Fire Prevention, Monsoon
Precautions and Learning Road.

Safety in train operations is the
collective responsibility of all Railwaymen.
It is imperative that all concerned in the
Railway system are always alert during the course of their
working in the system. This demands mindfulness and
adherence to safety rules on part of all Railwaymen.

I congratulate all officers and staff who were involved
in bringing out this edition of “Jagruthi”. I urge all officers
and staff to take time out of their daily schedule to update
their knowledge on the subjects covered in the bulletin and
work consciously to improve the safety standards in their field
of work.

I believe that collectively we can improve the safety
performance of our Railway.

SAFETY IS OUR TOP PRIORITY

Jai Hind!

(Sanjeev Kishore)

General Manager
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From the Editor’s Desk

Dear Railwaymen,

SAFETY FIRST and ALWAYS

Improvement of safety standards
is a continuous process and is to be
followed consciously by everyone at all
points of time while working in the
system.  This edition of Safety Bulletin
contains rules and precautions regarding Fire Prevention,
Monsoon Precautions and Learning Road to Crew. I am
hopeful that every Railwayman will find the present edition
of “Jagruthi” useful.

We hope to create Safety Consciousness amongst our
Railwaymen through Safety Bulletin. I am sure that this
bulletin will add some value to your ever-growing knowledge
for safe working and create awareness on the right way of
working as per laid down rules and regulations to ensure
safety.

Let us remember that imbibing a safety attitude in
day-to-day will always bring positive results and the safety
standards of SWR will achieve new heights in time to come.

Happy learning.

Jai Hind!

(Alok Tiwari)
Pr.Chief Safety Officer
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Government of India
Ministry of Railways

Railway Board

No.76/M(C)/137/31Vol V           E-file No. 3322416
New Delhi- 27.12.2021

General Managers  ICF, MCF and RCF
Director  General ROSO/Lucknow

Sub: Fire Protection in Railway coaches

A case of fire in coach no. 199400 LSCZAC of train no. 02017 NDLS-
DDN AC Special on 13.03.2021 was reported. In order to prevent such
incidences in future, recommendations of the report of the inquiry
committee forwarded by Safety directorate Railway Board have been
examined and accordingly following are advised:

1. Dustbins should be metallic.

Action to be taken

Stainless steel dustbin may be provided in all Toilets of all coaches
recommended by RDSO in reference to a fire case earlier. Zonal
railways and PUs are advised to take action accordingly.

2. FRP modular toilet specification should be reviewed and made more
stringent in as line with international standards.

Action to be taken

RCF should review the specification of FRP modular toilet as advised
vide Railway Board Letter No. 2019/M(C)/141 /6(12723) dated
13.02.2020 and to take action accordingly. Other PUs are advised to
take further action in thematter.

3. Automatic Fire detection system should be installed in all the
coaches on priority

Action to be taken

i) All new Power Cars and Pantry Cars should be turned out
from PUs with Automatic fire detection cum suppression
systems.

ii) All new AC coaches should be turned out from PUs with
Automatic Fire alarm and detection system.

iii) Retro-fitment of Automatic fire detection cum suppression
systems may be planned for all power cars and pantry Cars by
Zonal Railways
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iv) Retro-fitment of Automatic Fire alarm and detection system
may also be planned for all AC coaches by Zonal Railways.

v) Fitment/Retro-fitment of Automatic Fire alarm and detection
system and Automatic fire detection cum suppression systems
should be done as per latest RDSO specification as advised by
Board earlier Vide letter No. 76/M(C)/137/31 Vol. V dated
01.04.2021.

vi) RDSO is advised to develop specification expeditiously for
Automatic Fire alarm and detection system for Non AC coaches
and to review existing specification for power cars, Pantry Cars
and AC coaches as advised by Board earlier Vide letter No. 76/
M(C)/137/31 Vol. V dated 01.04.2021

4. Location of exhaust fan provided near the Dustbin to be reviewed and
relocated in the subject design coaches.

Action to be taken

All  exhaust  fans  provided  in  LHB  coaches   near  the  dust  bin
area may be isolated/ dummied with immediate effect and
monitored.Subsequently Blower fan used for exhaust duct of lavatory
is to be upgraded for high RPM/ higher delivery exhaust blower fan
with three phase or single phase supply during next POH of such
coaches as recommended by RDSO vide letter RDSO’s letter no. MC/
CB/LF/Anaerobic dated 31.08.2018.

5. The CCTV box containing the Hard Disk was completely burnt in this
case leaving no evidence to look for. It is suggested to identify some
alternative space in the under gear for fitment of the box where the
same would be preserved in the case of fire as the under gear was
completely intact in this case.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine and revise specification for Hard disk of
CCTV to make it fire resistant. RDSO is also advised to review the
specification for provision of storage of related data on Data cloud.

6. Fire Extinguishers may be made more effective. Railway may explore
possibility of installing water mist type fire extinguisher of better
capacity in place of DCP type fire extinguisher being used currently.

Action to be taken

Railway Board has advised RCF to develop the specification for water
mist type fire extinguishers and accordingly RCF has prepared
specification in consultation with RDSO. In view of recent clarification
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sought from RCF vide letter No. 2021/M(PU)/1/25 dated 05.08.2021,
RCF is advised to expedite issuance of specification for water mist
type fire extinguishers.

7. Quality of furnishing material should be ensured by Inspection
agencies as well as Production units. Railway Board vide letter no. 76/
M(C)/137/31 Vol. V, dated 17.03.2021 advised ICF to pick the samples
for testing.

Action to be taken

All Production units are advised to strengthen inspection and to
devise stricter testing scheme for fire resistance/ retardance test for
material used in coach manufacturing

8. There should be proper and regular hands-on training of all escorting
staff as well as coach attendant for operation of fire extinguishers
and fire fighting. Mock drills may be conducted from time to time to
ensure the capabilities of concerned staff during real time situation.

Action to be taken

All Zonal Railways advised to include Hands-on training of all
escorting staff in respective training modules of frontline staff as
advised earlier vide letter No. 2019/M(C)/141 /6(12723) dated
13.02.2020.Zonal Railways may submit action taken report.

9. No hanging wires or loose end of wires should be permitted in the
coach. No electrical protection/fuses should be bypassed. A log of all
electrical tripping/blowing of fuses to be kept and causes to be
investigated & established for proper corrective action.

Action to be taken

All Zonal railways and ICF, MCF & RCF are advised to ensure that no
hanging wires or loose end of wires are permitted in the coach. No
electrical protection/fuses should be bypassed. A log of all electrical
tripping/blowing of fuses to be kept and causes to be investigated &
established for proper corrective action.Similar advice was also
issued vide RB’s Letter No, 2009/M(C)/141/6 Vol.II-22416 Dated
25.09.2020. Zonal Railways and ICF, RCF and MCF are further advised
to submit action taken report.

10 It is observed that dustbins are not regularly cleaned. Regular
cleaning of dustbins will ensure that no inflammable materials like
toilet paper, napkins, packaging of snacks are not accumulated in
them.
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Action to be taken

All Zonal Railways are advised to ensure for garbage evacuation from
all trains at nominated stations.Similar advice was also issued vide
RB’s Letter No, 2009/M(C)/141 /6 Vol.II- 22416 Dated 25.09.2020.
Zonal Railways are further advised to submit action taken report.

11 Train escorting staff should be given proper training and counseled
to be vigilant towards any incident which can result in fire and
accident and take prompt action. No sign of sparking/heating/smoke
to be ignored and prompt action to be taken by train escorting staff.
They should also prevent smoking inside the train and toilet. It
should be ensured that Train staff, AC attendant take periodic rounds
of the train and be in look out for any abnormality.

Action to be taken

Zonal railways should ensure that all Train escorting staff are given
proper training and counseled to be vigilant towards any incident
which can result in fire and accident and take prompt action. No sign
of sparking/heating/smoke to be ignored and prompt action to be
taken by train escorting staff. They should also prevent smoking
inside the train and toilet. It should be ensured that Train staff, AC
attendant take periodic rounds of the train and be in look out for
any abnormality.Similar advise was also issued vide RB’s Letter No,
2009/M(C)/141/6 Vol.II- 22416 Dated 25.09.2020. Zonal Railways are
further advised to submit action taken report.

12 Prominent display of “No Smoking” sign in the train and toilets
should be ensured and regular safety drives should be conducted by
on-board commercial and RPF staff to catch smoking passengers.
Administration may also consider enhancing the fine for those
caught smoking on-board a train to such an extent that the heavy
penalty acts as a strong deterrent for on-board smoking.

Action to be taken

PUs and All Zonal Railways are advised to ensure compliance.Similar
advise was also issued vide RB’s Letter No, 2009/M(C)/141/6 Vol.II-
22416 Dated 25.09.2020. PUs and Zonal Railways are further advised
to submit action taken report.

13 Regular campaigns should be launched to make the passengers
aware about  ban on smoking in train.

Action to be taken

Zonal Railways are advised to organize regular campaigns to make
the  passengers aware about ban on smoking in train.
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14 HDLP sheets with higher fire retardancy properties may be used for
paneling ofLHB Non AC coaches.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine and submit report with recommendation
accordingly.

15 Heat activated sampling point of Fire and smoke detection system
installed inlavatories to be reviewed so that smoking in toilets can
be detected in trains.

Action to be taken

RDSO has been advised to examine and revise the specification
No.SO/2008/ CG-04 (Rev-05) incorporating aspiration type smoke
detection type smoke detectors in lavatory area in place of HASPs
stipulated on priority vide letter no. 76/M(C)/137/31 Vol. V dated
24.08.2021 & 26.11.2021. RDSO is advised to expedite the matter.

16 Design of proper fire and smoke alarm system for Non-AC coaches
should also be developed.

Action to be taken

RDSO has been advised to examine and issue specification for
provision of HASPs in door way area and aspiration type smoke
detectors in lavatory area in Non-AC coaches vide letter no. 76/M(C)/
137/31 Vol. V dated 24.08.2021 & 26.11.2021.RDSO is further advised
to expedite the matter.

17 Automatic braking valve should be retrofitted in coaches fitted with
fire and smoke alarm system without it.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to issue instruction for conversion work to upgrade
the Automatic Fire detection and alarm system as per latest
specification having provision of integration with automatic brake
valve.All Zonal Railways are further advised to execute the retro-
fitment of Automatic braking valve as per instruction of RDSO in
coaches with fire and smoke alarm system without it.

18 Water mist type automatic fire detection and suppression system
should be installed in all coaches particularly in toilets and doorway
area.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine the matter and submit report with
recommendation.
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19 Sampling points of automatic fire and smoke detection alarm system
should be provided in power panels.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine and accordingly revise specification.

20 Aerosol base small F.E. can be fitted in electrical panel.

Action to be taken

Zonal Railways and PUS is advised to provide aerosol based fire
extinguishers in electrical panel of coaches.

21 Heat insulation paints should be provided on floor sheets, all
electrical panels and toilets panel, doorway panels and side wall
panels so that spread of fire can achieved.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine and submit report with recommendation.

22 Heat shield pain coating should be provided on the roof of coaches
to reduce heat load.

Action proposed

RDSO is advised to examine and submit report with recommendation.

23 Aluminum clad composite high pressure laminate with superior fire
retardant property panels may be used in toilet and doorway areas &
ceiling.

Action to be taken

RDSO is advised to examine and submit report with recommendation.

The above has approval of Board {MTRS)

(Suman Kumar Tanti )
Director Mech. Engg. (Chg.)

Railway Board

C/- GMs, All Zonal Railways –
for kind information and necessary action please.
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FIRE PREVENTION IN TRAIN OPERATION

1) Random/Surprise checks of luggage and parcels at stations.

2) Prevention of carriage of inflammable articles, explosive materials,
Gas Cylinders, Crackers etc. by passenger carrying trains.

3) Posters for “No Smoking and not to carry any inflammable items in
coaches”, etc to be displayed at station platforms and other
prominent railway areas.

4) Prevention of dumping garbages at non-specified areas.

5) Locking of empty coaches stabled in yard.

6) Prevent smoking by labours while performing loading and unloading
of parcels in SLRs.

7) periodical Cleaning of bushes and grass in yard.

8)  Checks to be conducted regarding condition of electrical junction
boxes and other electrical appliances in station.

9) Special checks to be conducted in coordination with GRP and RPF
during festival seasons at station premises.

10) List of contact nos. with address of fire stations, to be kept in all
stations, control office etc.

11) Availability of fire extinguishers of adequate capacity and type at all
fueling points, SM Office, Parcel/Goods sheds.

12) Alertness of station/Cabin staff, Gateman and Running staff at the
time of exchanging all-right signals.

13) Proper training to be given to all front line staff regarding usage of
fire extinguishers and other firefighting equipments.

Compiled by :
N B PATIL,

SFC/TFC/HQ
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FIRE SAFETY IN LOCOS

1)  Availability of adequate No. of  fire extinguishers in all the Locos to
be ensured.

2) All the LPs & ALPs should be checked for their training/ competency
certificate  in the fire fighting, knowledge and skills for operating fire
extinguishers.

3) Alertness on the part of Crew,  All the LPs,  ALPs & Guards should be
counseled to be vigilant towards any untoward  incident, which can
result in fire.

4)  GDRs knowledge and skills for operating fire extinguishers to be
tested regularly and to be counseled to take prompt action in time.

5)  During Loco TOC / Loco Checking - ensure NO oil leakage and NO
leakage of exhaust gases in the exhaust manifold. Also conform that
no remarks in the engine log book in this regard.

6) Quality work to be ensured during regular schedule attention & also
during POH attention for the Fuel oil System,  Lubricating oil
systems, Power pack attention,  DB grids, Wiring and others like
electrical junction boxes, lubricating of Gear case &  axle boxes etc.

7) Engine/generator room should be kept free from oil and fuel spillage
area below engine should be clear and there should not be cotton
or duster left in the engine room.

8) Alertness on the part of station staff, cabin staff, gatemen and
running staff for exchanging all-right signal and for safe passage of
trains.

9) Availability of sufficient No. of fire extinguishers at RCDs/ Fueling
points to be ensured.

Compiled by:
Sudhakara K.,
SFC/Loco/HQ
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FIRE PREVENTION IN SIGNAL & TELECOMMUNICATION

1) “Fire fighting equipment shall be kept in the power supply
equipment room. At major installation, fire detection and alarm
system shall preferably be provided in the relay room and panel
room.

2) “Fire/Smoke Alarm & detection Systems should be provided at all
junction stations and major EIs & RRIs (more than 150 routes)”

3) There should not be any false ceiling in the relay room and panel
room. The height of roof slab should be decided according to cooling
requirement. Accordingly false ceiling wherever available in the relay
room and panel room should be removed and the same should not
be provided in future installations.

4) Standby operating panel should be kept ready for movement on at
least two lines in case emergencies.

5) Inside relay rooms other than relay rack, nothing should be kept
there preferably, but if inevitable then steel materials only should be
used like steel table, records in steel almirah etc. (Example of
unwanted material – loose wire pieces, released material etc.)

6) At stations where Fire Alarm System have been provided, it should
be tested once in a week. Fire extinguisher equipments to be made
available at all the places as per requirement and their periodical
refilling to be ensured

7) At stations, with shift duty staff, relay room to be opened in each
shift and a visual inspection of complete relay room to be done.
(Where it is not possible to open the relay room frequently as
above, a visual inspection through glass door or window can be
done from outside). At other Stations/RRI installations with no shift
duty staff, the above inspection to be done once in a day. At all the
other stations the above inspection to be carried out at least once in
a week.

8) A record of such inspections to be kept. A register to be opened with
SSE/Sig/Control, in which position of all junctions and RRI stations to
be recorded on daily basis.

9) Window air-conditioners installed in Relay room are causes of failure
of power supply during summer. Excessive load in summer due to
continuous use may lead to fire in relay room. Centralized cooling of
Relay Room is recommended in place of window air conditioners.
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10) The entry of outdoor Signalling & Telecom cables in the building
should be in a fully secured manner.

11) There should be a provision of cable pit at the entry point outside
the building/cabin in which the coils of outdoor cables to be buried
with sand. There should be provision of permanent duct for cables
on each floor of the building.

12) Signalling cables & Power Cables should not run-in same path. They
should be laid in separate channels or ducts.

13) All electrical department cables and S&T cables should also run-in
different paths

14) Adequate number of fire fighting equipments should be available
inside Relay room, Power equipment room, Battery room and SM
Panel room or as per zonal railway instructions at such locations
from where equipment is clearly visible and easily approachable
from working place.

15) Always use the correct type of fire extinguisher. Only Carbon dioxide
(Co2) type fire extinguishers to be used in S&T installations which
are suitable for liquid and electrical fire.

16) If the smoke detector sensors gets filled with dust, it will not be able
to sense the smoke and work properly in an emergency.

17) Cleaning of smoke detector is the best way to make sure smoke
detector is capable of alerting when a fire occurs. Hence smoke
detectors should be cleaned at least once in every six months or as
per the manufacturer’s instructions

18) Remove the face of the unit and then use a commercial vacuum
cleaner with a brush attachment to gently brush and vacuum the
inside of smoke detector and an air pressure canister to blow
through the smoke entry points.

19) Periodically check the effectiveness of fire alarm system and smoke
detectors if provided

i. Signal Maintainer -Every week

ii. JEs -Once in a month

iii. SSEs- Once in a quarter OR as per Zonal Railway’s instructions
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20) S&T and operating staff should be counselled regarding fire
prevention, and working of Fire Alarm System and operation of fire
extinguishers.

21) Loose wiring or connection is one of the causes of fire hence no wire
should be left open, loose or hanging. All the wiring should be
properly routed, bunched and laced.

22) A joint inspection with the officials of electrical department should
be done quarterly in which deficiencies if any noted and their
rectification to be ensured at the earliest.

23) Always keep sufficient space between stacks of material placed inside
store room so that if one stack catches fire it can be quickly
extinguished and cannot spread to other stacks.

24) While working on IPS, always stand on rubber mattress provided in
front, back of the module.

25) Do not touch the electric / electronic equipment without ensuring
that there is no leakage current in the body of the equipment

26) The handles of following tools shall invariably be insulated: Screw
drivers, Pliers, any other tools used whose handles are metallic.

27) Earth continuity to be checked, earth resistance should be tested
periodically and ensure it is within the permissible limit.

28) Extra precautions to be taken according to RE manuals when
working in RE area.

29) All the protective gadgets should be used while on work.

30) Fuels & Oils should not be kept inside General Rooms & Power
Rooms etc.

Compiled by:
A.S. Mahesha,
SFC/S&T/HQ
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FIRE PREVENTION IN AC  & NON-AC COACHES

1) Provision of fire extinguishers & ensuring it’s proper working in
coaches. To be hanged at proper place and instead of keeping in
bedroll cabins in case of AC coaches. So that they are easily visible
and accessible.

2) Provision of fire safety info stickers at appropriate place.

3) Provision of “No-Smoking” stickers at appropriate place especially on
toilet doors.

4) Glass window breaking hammer in AC coaches.

5) Provision of emergency window direction indicator boards.

6) Provision of emergency window operation method stickers.

7) Ensuring that there are no electrical hanging parts like wires, loose
light fixtures, loose fans etc.

8) Ensuring and use of standard Fuses/Circuit breakers.

9) Ensuring that there are no unnecessary open holes/joints/gaps at the
corners or anywhere else in the coaches.

10) Knowledge of on board staff viz. OBHS, AC Mechanic, Bedroll
attendant etc. for fire extinguisher usage & action to be taken and
responsibility of staff in case of emergencies.

11) Prohibition of carrying of inflammable materials/goods like kerosene,
LPG cylinders, diesel/petrol fire crackers etc.

12) Ensuring proper maintenance of coaches at depots for earth leakages
& short circuits.

13) Replacement of FRP and plastic dust bins with metal dustbins or
fireproof dustbins with proper covering.

14) Cleaning of all garbage/cigarette butts if any from fans, fuse boxes,
gaps, and roof openings etc. during cleaning maintenance.

15) Ensuring proper working of emergency windows at depots during
trip schedule maintenances.

16) Ensuring no bye passing in electric circuits in coaches.

17) Strict adherence to prohibition of use of non-permitted electric
equipments such as heater, extension cables, electric cookers etc.
apart from mobile & laptops in electric sockets.

18) Ensuring free passages in vestibules & exit areas all over the coach.
Bedroll & other items should not be kept in vestibules & exit
passages.
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19) Ensure Train Manager’s first aid box is available and all materials are
in replenished condition. All emergency equipments to be available
and in good condition in SLR.

20) Check and ensure no loose hanging wires under coach body & good
maintenance of batteries.

21) Proper rodent control at maintenance depots.

22) Proper maintenance of air brake system at maintenance points, to
avoid brake binding. Ensure that all brake blocks are available, to
avoid brake shoe in friction with wheel causing smoke, heat & fire.

23) Proper maintenance of wheel axle boxes at workshops to avoid hot
axles.

24) Ensuring proper working of fire alarm systems in coaches if provided
during maintenance.

25) Warning of OHE voltage at appropriate places for electrified sections.

26) Education of passengers/public for fire precautions to be taken in
coaches while travelling through suitable posters in stations &
coaches, station announcements & TV display advertisements.

27) Check and ensure whether Passenger Alarm Systems are working in
all coaches.

FIRE PREVENTION IN POWER CARS

1) Availability of fire extinguishers at proper location & ensure not due
for maintenance.

2) Ensuring that power car staff is having adequate knowledge to
operate fire extinguishers & knowledge to operate Fire Detection &
Suppression System (FDS/FSS) manually.

3) To check whether staffs are aware of action to be taken in case of
fire in power car.

4) Check and ensure whether Passenger Alarm System is working in
power car.

5) Check whether all main doors are free to open and the passage kept
free for movement.

6) Check proper rating and types of fuses are used for battery fan
circuit, light circuit and in junction boxes. Rewireable fuses are not to
be used in case of HRC fuses.

7) Check for earth leakage in wiring. If any earth leakage is noticed
investigate & remove.
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9) Check whether electrical equipments provided are of prescribed
standard. Additional & non standard equipments are not to be
connected.

10) Register for electrical equipment maintenance & inspections to be
maintained.

11) To ensure no damaged & substandard cables and no open wiring in
the power car.

12) Ensure no electrical wires are hanging and open under the coach
body.

13) Proper maintenance in pit line, especially air brake examination to
avoid brake bindings & hot axles.

14) “No smoking” sticker & fire safety info sticker to be provided at
appropriate place.

15) Ensure proper working of emergency windows.

16) Ensuring proper working of FDS/FSS. Availability of nitrogen gas,
water cylinders with proper pressures.

17) No tool bags/materials to be kept in electrical panel cabinets/
enclosures.

18) Proper rodent control at maintenance depots.

19) Generator rooms to be free from any waste material like cloth etc.

FIRE PRECAUTIONS IN PANTRY CAR
1. Check the presence of any inflammable material like gas cylinders

(Kept outside the nominated room), petrol, kerosene etc.
2. Check for Gas leakages, condition of gas pipeline & availability of gas

detectors.
3. LPG connections to be checked periodically for leakages.
4. Ensuring proper working of gas regulators.
5. Availability of fire extinguishers and placement at proper location &

ensuring they are not due for maintenance.
6. Pantry car staff whether having adequate knowledge as to how to

operate fire extinguishers.
7. To check whether pantry staffs are aware of action to be taken in

case of fire in pantry.
8. Check and ensure whether Passenger Alarm Systems are working in

pantry.
9. Check whether exhaust fans/chimneys are working.
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10. Proper cleaning of chimneys for oil and grease accumulated over
time.

11. Check whether all main doors are free to open and the passage kept
free for movement.

12. Check whether any empty cartons, gunny bags, plastic crates/bags or
any other materials kept in gas room or in the vicinity of electric
heaters.

13. Ensure vestibule area, passage of pantry car and gas cylinders room
are kept clean.

14. Check for earth leakages in wiring. If any earth leakage is noticed
investigate & attend immediately.

15. Check whether electrical equipments provided are of prescribed
standard. Non-standard equipments are not to be connected.

16. Register for electrical equipment maintenance & inspections to be
maintained.

17. Ensure that there is no perished/damaged cables and no open wiring
in the pantry car.

18. Ensure proper working of fire detection/suppression system.
Availability of nitrogen pressure and water cylinders.

19. Proper working of emergency windows.
20. Provision of “No smoking” and fire safety stickers.
21. Ensure no electric wires are hanging or loose in the coach.

GENERAL
1. Stabled coaches/rakes in Railway stations, yards and way side

stations to be locked properly to prohibit miscreant activities.
2. Ensuring loading of parcel vehicles without fuel in coach luggage

compartments and high-capacity parcel vans attached to passenger
trains.

3. Loading in coach luggage compartments should have sufficient
ceiling clearance to avoid parcels coming in contact with electrical
fittings like lights.

4. Dry vegetation burning or garbage burning should not be done by
the side of stabled coaches or rail lines.

Compiled by:

B.B.R. Prasad

SFC/C&W
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FIRE PREVENTION IN TRACTION SUBSTATION

Proper functioning of each of these relays and the contact
mechanism of each should be checked individually. At the same
time, the correct operation of the following annunciations and the
associated cancelling buttons and flag indications should also be
checked :

1. EHV transformer circuit breaker auto-trip.

2. “Buchholz alarm

3. Buchholz trip

4. Winding temperature alarm

5. Winding temperature trip

6. Oil temperature alarm

7. Oil temperature trip

8. Low oil trip

9. 25 KV transformer circuit breaker trip

10. 25 KV feeder circuit breaker trip

11. Transformer circuit breaker inter-trip

12. 230 V ac failure

13. 110 V dc low voltage

14. 24 V dc Low voltage.

Check should be made of all indicating instruments on the control
panel to see if the movements are free and the readings are correct.
Test plugs where provided for checking relay operation should be
examined if they fit in properly. Indicating lamps should be
functioning properly, but a switch should be provided to cut them
out when the station is unattended.

Compiled by:
G.R.Chavan
SFC/Elect.
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INCIDENT OF FIRE IN MOTOR COACH

Brief description:

On 05.03.2022, On duty SM/ DRLA (Dorala) reported that fire
incident occurred in motor coach no. 30050 NC (5th from front side) and
trailer coach no.31244 while train arrived at DRLA station at about 07.15
hrs of Delhi division over Northern Railway.

Cause of accident:

Fault in tap changer fitted in under frame of affected motor coach
no. 30050.

Recommendations/Suggestions:

1. As the brazed joint of copper tungsten arc contact of M/S Sameer
Engg. Bhopal found with irregular filling of brazing filler The firm is
to be banned for supply of copper tungsten arc contact tip.

2. Crack detection of copper tips during maintenance is not suggested
by RDSO in the schedule maintenance instruction SMI No. RDSO/PE/
SMI/EMU/0037-2007 (Rev-0) April-2007. RDSO may be asked to issue
SMI about the crack detection, blow holes inside the material & any
unwarranted material between tungsten and copper brazing of
Copper tungsten power contacts.

3. Meanwhile sheds (GZB & SRE) /Workshop (CB/LKQ) over NR should
be directed to do the metallurgical and chemical testing RDPT and
brazing filler test as sample test for every lot received.

4. At present the copper tips are having copper tip with tungsten
brazing on top as per Southern Railway Org. No. M/TRS/BG/EMU-
305.RDSO may be asked to suggest the necessary modification if
required in this copper tips.

5. Railway Board directed to provide Automatic Smoke Heat detectors,
Fire Alarm system in EMU/MEMU rakes as per Railway Board letter
no. 2012/Elect(G)/113/1pt dated 17i2/2022 .stating RDSO to provide
the technical scheme for retro fitment. RDSO to finalize the scheme
on priority.

6. The RDSO is requested to suggest any modification if required in
present power scheme to avoid recurrence of such case.

7. Fire retardant materials as per RDSO specifications should be used
for furnishing of MEMU coaches.

8. Automatic fire suppression system in Motor coach may be provided.

9. Fire retardant furnishing material should be procured from RDSO and
PU approved vendors/sources.
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10. Arc Chute design and material of arc chute may be reviewed by
RDSO.

11. The tap changer and motor switch group box material made of FRP
may be reviewed by RDSO.

12. Poor knowledge of technical staff of shed staff including running
staff, there is need to stop on line training and for refresher course
of running staff as it is very adversely affecting their working
knowledge of rules for train operations.

Staff held responsible:

Primary : M/s. Sameer engineering, Bhopal.

Secondary : 1. SSE/Electrical, 2.SSE/Electrical II & MCM/
Memu shed Saharanpur.

INCIDENT OF FIRE IN PANTRY CAR

Brief description:

On 29.01.2022 at about 10.30 hrs while train no. 12993 Dn (GIM-
PURI) entering PF no.2 of NDB station, ACP was done by pantry car staff
after noticing fire in pantry car no. 038040 (13th from train engine) of
Bombay Central Terminus Division over Western Railway.

Cause of accident:

Due to leakage from 19 Kg gas cylinder in pantry car and cooking on
gas stove on floor of the pantry car staff of the licensee of IRCTC.

Recommendations/Suggestions:

1) IRCTC need to establish a system to ensure fulfillment of following
contract condition items:

a) Educational/ professional qualifications, medical health status/
certification; issue of ID card, oompetency/ training to deal with
disaster management, issue of traveling authority, police verification
etc. of contract manager/ staff.

b) To ensure strict prohibition on flame based  cooking of any food
items. In this regard, IRCTC &  Railway  staff should  also conduct
joint inspection of food items/ raw material, utensils, gas cylinder,
burner/ stoves etc. being loaded/ unloaded at train originating &
terminating stations.

c) To ensure that only authorized and trained pantry staff boards the
train service.
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d) Dedicated supervisor of IRCTC / Railways should be nominated to
ensure the compliance of the provisions of the IRCTC contract.

2) As per Railway Board’s letter no. 76/M(C)/137/31 Vol V dated
27.12.2021, automatic fire detection system should be provided with
automatic suppression system. All existing automatic fire detection
systems with manual suppression systems must be modified with
automatic fire detection & automatic suppression systems in a time
bound manner.

3) In all the LHB AC pantry cars, it should be prominently displayed that
“FLAME BASED COOKING OF ANY FOOD ITEM IS PROHIBITED IN THIS
PANTRY CAR “.

4) In all LHB AC pantry cars, existing heating coil hot plates should be
replaced with induction type hot plates.

5) CCTV should be provided in all pantry cars with 7 days recording
facility as well as saved on the cloud and a mechanism to evolve
analysis or keeping back up.

6) Advanced technology fire extinguishers should be provided for better
firefighting.

7) All train escorting staff should be given responsibility of reporting
any case of unauthorized cooking of food items in the AC pantry car
to the control office.

8) Training for firefighting and operation of fire suppression system to
all pantry car staff should be ensured before taking them onboard
duty.

9) Proper schedules of training should be drawn for escorting and other
staff of all departments.

10) All paneling inside the kitchen area of the pantry car (i.e. roof panel,
side wall panel, partition wall panel) should be of stainless steel.

11) On the train routes where good services for booking online food are
available, the requirement of pantry car on such trains may be
reviewed.

Staff held responsible:

Primary : IRCTC’s pantry car contractor
M/s. New Classic Caterers Private Limited – Howrah.

Secondary : IRCTC.
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MONSOON PRECAUTIONS

Following are the broad guidelines for Monsoon precautions during
the year 2022: -

1.0 Dislocation of rail traffic takes place due to floods / breaches during
monsoons. Apart from damages to track and bridges, there have also
been instances of water overflowing the track at certain locations,
resulting in disruption of train services. It is therefore essential that
suitable protective measures are taken well before the onset of
Monsoon in order to prevent dislocation of train services for the
reasons stated above.

2.0 Pre-monsoon precautions and action to be taken is enclosed as
Annexure ‘A’.  The updated booklet on pre-monsoon arrangements
pertaining to your Division should be submitted to this office by
15/04/2022 without fail so that the booklet of S.W.R for the year
2022 is prepared in time.  Action should be taken in respect of the
following items in particular.

2.1 Detailed instructions have been issued in the form of JPO vide
reference No. SWR/W.414/WR/C dated 09.01.2013 for the “Action
Plan for Weather/Cyclone Warnings”. The provision in JPO should be
reiterated to concerned officers/staff of the Division for appropriate
action by them.

2.2 The patrol charts for all block sections shall be kept ready and
circulated to all concerned. The monsoon patrolling shall be enforced
for the pre-identified block sections throughout the monsoon period,
whereas, the emergency patrolling shall be started on receipt of
weather warning message or as noticed by the gang mate at the
section as required, as per the patrol charts available.

2.3 Vulnerable locations on the Divisions should be identified based on
past experience and the number of watchmen / patrolmen along
with their duty finalized for each locations.

2.4 Existing list of vulnerable locations for static and mobile patrolman
should be reviewed at DEN / Sr.DEN level and modified by deleting /
adding existing / new locations as necessary, with proper justification.
Each and every existing vulnerable location must be critically
reviewed.

2.5 Temporary girders and C.C cribs should be kept at convenient
locations to enable their quick loading in BFRs and movement to
vulnerable locations.  All R.H. girders and C.C. cribs lying in mid-
sections should be picked up and stacked at convenient locations.
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2.6 All R.H. girders to be stacked at such height and locations that in
emergency it will take minimum time to load them in wagons.

2.7 The monsoon reserve materials like boulders, quarry dust; sand (in
bags) etc. Should be arranged in depots and loaded in to wagons
well in time.  The wagons should be loaded to their capacity
(Annexure ‘B’ enclosed).

2.8 Quarry dust/sand bags should be arranged in depots/loaded in
wagons.

2.9 Each Division should have stock of at least 4000 cum of quarry dust
/ Sand (in bags) in a depot from where it can be loaded quickly in
case of emergency as additional requirement.

2.10 Station wise each Division should keep on ground monsoon
emergency reserve and engineering reserve materials as per Appendix
“B” of Hand book on Monsoon instructions 2008 for use in
emergency during the monsoon period.

2.11 Contingency plan for manning of site / control office by the Officers
and staff should be prepared and issued.

2.12 Details of all the above items should be included in the booklet of
monsoon precautions for the Divisions and a copy of such booklet
along with certificate for action taken should be sent to headquarters
by 15th April 2022.  A sketch indicating vulnerable locations and
stock of materials kept with all the divisional officers and Engineering
Control.

3.0 Treatment of loose boulders and trees of doubtful integrity:

3.1     Vulnerable locations/ bridges shall be guarded round the clock by
posting stationary watchman. Technical studies can be undertaken by
specialized agencies regarding the slope stability analysis of vulnerable
cuttings and wherever required, action shall be taken to improve
stability either by flattening or other method suggested by the
agency.

3.2 A joint inspection of electrified areas by AEE (TRD) and ADEN of
section should be carried out to identify trees, which during
monsoon or at any stage may cause damage to OHE, signals, track or
any other railway installations and may obstruct traffic.  Such trees
should either be removed in case they are likely to get uprooted or
branches chopped/trimmed off if they are likely to come up in
contact with OHE or affect visibility of signals or safety of track.
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3.3. Above Joint Inspection in non-electrified areas should be undertaken
by ASTE and ADENs of sections.

3.4. Any difference of opinion regarding tree being potentially dangerous
to safe operation or otherwise, at Junior Scale Officer’s level should
be reviewed and settled by Divisional Officers and by DRM / ADRM
in case of difference persist even after such reviews.

3.5. The supervisor in charge of respective department shall be responsible
for taking follow up action in accordance with provisions in para 664
(2) (c) of IRPWM and items of Para 0922 of AC Traction Manual. The
progress should be reviewed by Branch Officers of the Division and
feedback given to respective Department in HQ. DRM may also
review progress periodically.

3.6 Engineering Department should identify loose boulders in cuttings
and Ghat / semi - Ghat sections and follow up action should be
taken to either safely secure them in position or remove or blast
them so as to avoid their rolling down in monsoon and obstructing
traffic and / or damaging OHE, track or other railway installations.

(a) Hill gang (boulder gang) to be posted & special train to be
operated. Hill gangs may be formed for scanning of loose boulders in
Ghat/Semi - Ghat sections.  These scanned loose boulders may be
dropped, broken and brought to nearby station by operating boulder
special train consisting of Rail cutting machine, Jim crow, spare rail
pieces, compressor, rock drilling machines, rock splitters etc., loaded
in BFRs of the special train.  Suitable agency having license for
blasting should also be identified and kept ready for emergency
work. OHE equipment for emergency in case of electrified sections
may also be loaded in BFRs. Traffic and OHE blocks may be availed in
a planned manner for Boulder special to complete the work well
before monsoon.

3.7. All cuttings, shallow and deep should be “personally” inspected by
ADENs of the Section and a certificate be endorsed that “I have
personally inspected all cuttings in my section by walking over them
and certify that necessary action has been taken to make the
running of trains free from the risk of falling boulders and slipping of
earth”.

4.0 Divisions may have laid Relieving Girders on the track for the
rebuilding/rehabilitation of bridges. Efforts should be made to
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complete the bridge rebuilding works expeditiously and the relieving
girders removed before the onset of monsoon. The details of
relieving girders which, for some reasons are not removed from the
road should be sent. Such locations where relieving girders cannot
be removed should also be treated as vulnerable locations and the
required patrolling/positioning of static watchman ensured.

5.0 Preparation of Monsoon Precaution Booklet. -

5.1 Divisions should submit the Monsoon Precaution Booklet containing
the following : -

5.2 Part-I: Track Section.

a) List of vulnerable locations.

b) Flood prone sections.

c) Boulder fall locations.

d) Deep cuttings

5.3 Part-II:  Bridge Section.

a) List of vulnerable bridges on Division.

b) Locations of Railway Affecting Tanks in 20 column standard
proforma (sanction details column should be omitted) with
map.

c) Details of RAW locations, section, between stations, Telephone
Numbers of Station Masters and concerned State Govt. Officials.

d) All RAT/RAW should be jointly inspected with State Govt.
Officers/Officials before on set of monsoons and it should be
ensured that they are safe as per Para No. 1127 of IRPWM.

e) Old observations in joint inspection of RAT/RAW should be
complied before the onset of monsoon.

f) Location of Monsoon Reserve Materials.

g) Location of R.H girders.

h) Location of C.C. Cribs.

i) Location of Anemometers fixed.

5.4 Part III: Phone numbers of nominated Officers and staff.

6.0 Daily Reports regarding Breaches/Wash ways.
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6.1 Daily Report about any incidents of wash ways / breaches is to be
invariably given on telephone to the under mentioned officers
(Para 6.1.3) followed by a detailed  report by FAX or SPECIAL
MESSENGER in the following cases:-

6.1.1 Where due to heavy rains, floods, breaches, land-slides or slips,
traffic on trunk or other important routes is dislocated and

6.1.2 In all cases where traffic is suspended or is likely to remain
suspended for  more than 24 hours.

6.1.3 Telephone number of officers :

S.  Name/Shri. Office Phone Residence Phone Mobile No.
No.

1. Vijay Kitke 25612 2289803 25613 — 9731665203
Chief project
Director/
Bridge works

2. Ramesh Kambli 25602 2289802 25603 2289823 9731665202
Chief Track
Engineer

3. Rajesh Ranjan 25626 — — — 9731665215
Dy.CE/
Br.Line/HQ’s

6.1.4. Weekly information about loading and movement of monsoon
reserve wagons should be communicated to Engineering Control at
HQ.

6.2. At the end of the rainy season a statement in standard proforma
showing the details of sections affected, locations of the breaches,
date and time of traffic suspension (for over 24 hours) and
restoration thereof as also.

Approximate losses suffered by the Railway (for restoration of
breaches and traffic suspension separately) together with the System
Maps showing important breaches that had occurred should be sent
without fail.

Sd- Vijay Kitke

Chief Project Director/Bridge works
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ANNEXURE – “A”

IMPORTANT IMMEDIATE ACTION PRE-MONSOON PRECAUTIONS

Following should be ensured: -
1.0 TRACK
1.1 Track circuited areas need special attentions to avoid failures.
1.2 Joints should be attended properly, Drainage of track particularly in

yards should be ensured to avoid any stagnation of water and
development of pumping joints / sleepers.

1.3 All types of drains should have proper slopes and clear out let’s so
that rains may not affect the operation of trains.

1.4 Soft spots, bridge approaches, level crossing approaches, pedestrian
crossings and known troublesome spots should be attended before
monsoon to ensure proper track geometry.

1.5 Track in platform portion, cuttings and inside tunnels be given
special attention for correct track geometry and efficient drainage.

1.6 Wooden sleeper track should be thoroughly checked and attended,
and let not the swelling of sleeper tissues in monsoon cause gauge
problem.

1.7 The section which require patrolling to be identified & notified in the
division. (Para 1004 of IRPWM)

1.8 SSE (P.Way) to submit a certificate to DEN/Sr.DEN before one month
of commencement of monsoon that he has made all the arrangements
for monsoon patrolling and watchman at vulnerable locations (Para
1004 (7) of IRPWM).

1.9 Ensure that one round of through packing and shallow screening at
required locations is done well before end of May, particularly, the
locations known for speed restrictions during Monsoon due to the
formation of doubtful integrity.

2.0 TRAINING AND EDUCATION:
2.1 Watchman for vulnerable locations and Patrolmen are selected

judiciously.
2.2 Mates and Key men are trained and educated for taking action on

receiving weather warning telegram, sudden storm and rain water
level rising near bank or at bridges and in posting and managing
patrolmen.

2.3 Monsoon patrolling charts should be studied and subordinates be
trained for ensuring proper checking on patrolmen and other
arrangements, in case of emergencies.  Small gatherings, workshops
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or meetings should be organized to educate gagmen, and other field
staff in Monsoon Precautions.

3.0 BRIDGES:
3.1 The bridges having history of any dangerous situation developing in

the past (major & important bridges) shall be monitored closely. The
sounding should be carried out at HFL to determine scour level and
suitable action for safety of bridge / traffic shall be taken.  All such
bridges should be painted with danger level & provided with flood
gauges.

3.2 Water way should be adequately cleared.
3.3 The identified vulnerable bridges and locations are provided with

name boards at their approaches and arrangements are also made
for posting of watchmen.

3.4 The approaches of girder bridges should be properly attended.
3.5 The top of abutments & Piers cleaned.
3.6 The urgent repairs to bridges as required should be carried out

before monsoon.
3.7 It should be ensured that no water-way, training or protective work

is left out incomplete.
3.8 Soundness of tunnels and cuttings should be tested and required

follow up action is taken.
3.9 All Railway Affecting Works should be jointly inspected with State

Govt. Officers/Officials and it should be ensured that they are safe.
3.10 Old observations in joint inspection of RAT/RAW should be complied

before the onset of monsoon.
3.11 The reserved stock of boulders on designated bridges/locations

should be checked and shortfall made good.
3.12 River gauging and flood monitoring works being carried out by IOW

(B&F) should be properly organized and timely submission of data to
be ensured.

4.0 DISASTER MANAGEMENT:-
4.1 The rest days for the gangs and units should be staggered.  Some

units / gangs may have rest on Friday and others on Sunday so that
minimum 50% staff is available at all times.

4.2 Stock of boulders, ballast, sand bags, and muck released from deep
screening and quarry dust should be loaded in wagons and stabled
near flood prone locations.  Details of such locations should be
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circulated to all concerned.  Above material in adequate quantity
should also be stocked in Divisional HQ for emergency requirement
and should be easily accessible for loading. This muck and quarry
dust should be used instead of coal ashes being used in past.

4.3 C.C Cribs / R.H Girders should be stacked at nominated stations to
meet out emergency.

4.4 Division should ensure that weather warning instruments, i.e.
Anemometers are fixed at specified locations and are in working
order. The defective instrument should be got repaired immediately
before onset of monsoon at divisional level.

4.5 Monsoon rakes at nominated locations should be ready by 31st May
2022.

4.6 The road vehicles, motor trollies, Moped trollies & push trollies
should be kept in perfect working order.

4.7 Adequate stock of K. Oil, Diesel, Cotton Waste, fuses and match
boxes and detonators should be maintained.

4.8 Patromaxes, gaslights and torches should be kept in order.  Sufficient
stock of mantles, torch cells and bulbs for torches should be
ensured.  The generator sets and lights should be tested and kept in
good condition.

4.9 Phone numbers of supervisors, officers, stations should be readily
available for contacting in emergency.

4.10 The Accident Relief Train should be kept ready with prescribed scale
of engineering materials at all times.

4.11 List of stock of sleepers, rails and other P.Way materials on division
with locations should be available.

4.12 Field telephones should be properly checked and should always be
carried on line.

4.13 The Officer and Supervisors should inform their where about to their
immediate supervisors & to Engg./Divisional Control at all times.

4.14 Muck or garbage should be removed at place from where it is likely
to come down in drains and block them.

4.15 The copies of the addresses of the workers and supervisors should
be available and also given to the adjoining colleague / supervisors /
officers and assistants.

4.16 In the end: “Prevention is Always Better Than Cure”

* * * * * *
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THE REQUIREMENT OF WAGONS FOR LOADING OF MONSOON
RESERVE MATERIAL DIVISION WISE FOR MONSOON - 2022.

SWR/EL/P-Electrical Safety Date: 19.05.2022
Sr.DEE/G/UBL, SBC, MYS
Sub : Pre-Monsoon precaution drive for General Service installation.
Objective: Objective is to minimize the damages due to monsoon hazards
(e.g.,   Severe Rains/Floods, Heavy wind/cyclone, lightening etc.) to Power
supply installation.
The following items should be checked during monsoon precaution drive:
A. Power Substation:

1. Silica gel & breather: Silica gel of breathers of Power transformers
should be 100% replaced by specified quality silica gel. Silica gel
breather should be maintained healthy by ensuring good condition
of gasket, transparent cover.

2. At LT panels, power panels, RMUs etc   proper Gaskets of doors
should be ensured to be available.

3. The cables should necessary be taken through cable glands and
unnecessary holes in panels, junction boxes etc should be closed.

4. Oil level of transformer should be checked and maintained at
prescribe level.

5. The bushing of transformer should be made clean as they deposit
dust which traps the moisture thus posing safety concerns.

6. GOS switches should be checked for ensuring required mechanical,
electrical strength for proper interlocking of male female contacts
through arcing horns. The function of rocking lever should be
made smooth with proper greasing.

7. Replacement of drop out fuse at critical location and ensuring the
availability of standards size spare fuse elements should be ensured.

S.No. Division Location/
Station

No. of covered wagons are
in terms of 8 wheelers

Boulders

Total No.
of Covered

WagonsStone Dust/
Gravel/muck

1. Hubballi Castle Rock 10 05 15
Kulem 10 05 15
             Total 20 10 30

2. Mysore Sakleshpur 15 10 25
Chitradurga 10 05 15
Subramanya Road 10 10 20
             Total 35 25 60

3. Bangalore - - - -
             Total - - -
     Grand Total 55 35 90
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8. The substations should be made free of any unwanted vegetations, theses
vegetations poses threat to safe working of staffs especially at nights.

9. The electrical continuity of lightening arrester should be checked
for its healthiness.

10. Ensure earths are properly connected to lightening arrestor and its
value should be within prescribed limit.

11. Proper earthing of all the metallic parts should be checked for
proper connections. Bolted earth connections should be properly
tightened.

12. Ensure availability of cable trench covers and sand in trenches so
as to prevent any sort of water logging in the cable trenches.

B. Overhead lines:
1. Trimming of trees and shrubs causing obstruction and infringing

the overhead line corridor shall be done. The branches of tress
likely to be fall on the live conductors should be trimmed/cut to
ensure necessary clearance.

2. The 2 poles, 4 pole and single pole structures should not be
allowed to become rusty and painting to be done.

C. General instructions:
1. Ensure availability of rubber gloves and mats at the substations.

The shutdown operations should only be performed after wearing
rubber gloves for ensuring safety of personnel.

2. Any work over section/equipment’s should only be taken up only
after ensuring that the line/equipment is dead by ensuring proper
shut down and using discharge rods.

3. Ensure all the junctions cover to be intact with seal. So as to leave b0076
no scope for ingress of water to prevent any leakage of current.

4. All the junction box should be provided with MCB and practices of
using kit-kat fuse to be avoided.

5. All new junction box to be provided should be as per IP-65 grade
or above and phase wise replacement of existing ones should be
planned.

6.  MCB ratings should be checked with respect to the load so as to
ensure proper operations in case of faults.

7. Provision of RCCB of suitable capacity to be provided for early
detection of leakage current.

8. Availability of emergency lights, first aid box should be ensured at
each substation.

Sd/-
(am. Hw$. e_m© R. K. SHARMA)

_w{~gm§Or/Xnao CEGE/SWR
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COMMON MISTAKES ADOPTED IN OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE BY
SAFETY CATEGORY STAFF

OPERATING
1) Non Setting of Points against blocked line.
2) Allowing non-signaled movement without proper clamping and pad

locking of points and authority to proceed before clamping and
without hand signal.

3) Vehicles/wagons are not secured with skids, safety chains and hand
brakes of the wagon/wagons.

4) Using of stones for securing instead of skids at the time of shunting. 
5) Shunting through walkie talkie without using hand signals.
6) Exchange all right signal without observing the passing train. 
7) Cancellation of caution order by Engg. Staff over phone.
8) Not securing manual operated points with cotter & bolts.
9)  Exchange of PN by gateman and SM in advance i.e prior to physical

closure of non-interlocked LC gate.
10) SM granting Line Clear without informing Gateman of non-interlocked

LC.
11) Shortcut in GDR check before starting the train.
12) Use of Walkie- Talkie for operational works and not following the

procedure of hand signal.
13) Shunting without Brake pipe pressure.
14) In absence of shunt signals, reverse setting of route to avoid manual

clamping by SMs.
15) Non-observance of LV board of pass-through trains by station staff.
16) Station staff not counselled of contents of safety circulars but their

signature obtained on the acknowledgement sheet.
17) Inspections by supervisors are not result oriented. Nothing unusual /

deficiency noted repeatedly.
18) Non-0bservance of proper procedure for issuing of disconnection/

Reconnection memo. Allowing S&T staff to attend a failure without
issuing failure memo.

19) Receiving Reconnection memo without testing the S&T gears.
20) Not testing of emergency cross over daily.
21) Attaching of banking engine without connection of brake pipes.
22) Advising LPs through walkie talkie to pass defective signals at ON

without issuing a proper authority.
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ENGINEERING

1) Works of short duration done only under banner flag that too at
inadequate distance instead of traffic line block.

2)  Track machines working in block without engineering protection.

3) Push trolley movement in ghat section without authority and
protection. Only walkie talkies are used, whereas walkie talkies do
not catch signal in deep cuttings and in tunnels.

4) Recording compliance in joint inspection register of point and
crossing without attending properly and timely.

5) Not ensuring complete ballast unloading from hoppers.

6) Not spreading the ballast load uniformly after unloading the ballast
from hoppers.

7) Improper testing of welds during USFD testing.  

8) Not deputing additional lookout men while working at locations at
restricted visibility.

9)  Removing excess of ERCs, than stipulated to save block time/to
achieve more progress during CTR/TRR/destressing works.

10) Overlooking trespassing location instead of providing barricading &
trenching.

11) Road hump. Sign boards, height gauges, lights of gate lamps, warning
bells are not properly maintained.

12) Points giving excess throw and having worn out tongue rails.

13) Gangs working at site without proper protection.

14) Temporary metallic jumper not used while cutting of running rails or
discontinuing of rail joints for repairs etc.

15) Material trolley / Rail dolly working is done without informing the
SM and without ensuring proper protection.

16) Contractor supervisors deployed at work site without a competency
certificate.

17) Overlooking of ignoring sufficient cant in yards.

18) Overlooking of defective layouts for turn outs.

19) Work of construction of new lines are doing without proper
barricading.
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SIGNAL & TELECOMMUNICATION
1) By-passing boom locking arrangements and giving LC gate closed

indication without physically closing the gate.
2) Attending the Block instrument failure/maintenance without issuing

disconnection memo.
3) Energizing track relay by giving direct feed.
4) Taking OFF signal by giving direct feed.
5) Resetting the EI system when it is in working condition.
6) Relay shall be inserted in smooth manner in the relay plug board.
7) Attending failure without obtaining a failure message memo from SM.
8) Using spare crank handle without disconnection memo.
9) Stretcher bar found welded. Arc welding on stretcher bar prohibited.
10) Track circuits are directly fed from power supply without using a battery.
11) Positive boom locking is not maintained to avoid failure at level crossing.
12) Testing points & signal in face of an approaching train.
13) Joint inspection of points & crossing by SSE/P.Way and SSE/Sig is not

done and in fact done separately.
14) Maintenance of point & circuits is attended to avoid point failures,

piloting in & out of trains in collaboration with SMs without asking
for disconnection.

15) Using of temporary wiring in Relay racks to bypass faulty relay.
16) Double locking arrangement existing in relay rooms but relay room

keys of S&T dept. is kept in SMs key box.
ELECTRICAL
1) While working on tower wagon using single discharge rod instead of

double discharge rod.
2) Taking power block on mobile phone instead of TPC.
3) By passing of frequent tripping protection circuits.
4) For power shutdown at substation taking permission over phone

instead to follow Form No. 243, 244 & 245.
5) Not following colour code practice of wire/cables during emergencies.
6) Cable joints are attending without providing lugs.
7) Practice of providing discharge / earth rod on contract wire during

power block working. Discharge rod not fixed on registration tube
and the rod not tied with mast.

8) Staff engaged in work without helmet and hand gloves. Use of safety
tools (e.g. Protective ropes) should be ensured.
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9) Operation of isolator switch not done by using hand gloves and
gumboots.

10) Non switching off of OHE on the other line in case of tripping of OHE
on one line in double/multiple line section.

11) Non-standard fuse is used in place of proper rating HRC fuses.
12) Coach with defective TL equipment, EFT (Emergency Feed Terminal)

from adjacent coach is provided without isolating alternator, battery
and reduction in load of defective coach.

13) Standard fuses replaced by handmade fuses in electric circuits.

LOCO
1) Late reaching to Loco after signing on by crew resulting in

insufficient time for proper checking of Loco.
2) Before reaching the destination, packing their personal belongings

while on run.
3) Using mobile phones while on duty.
4) Shunting from rear cab of the Loco during shunt movements in

yards.
5) Crew not calling out signal aspect loudly and without hand gesture.
6) LP/ALP/Guard acknowledging circulars in CMS without reading in

detail.
7) Joining for duty without availing proper rest at HQ/Out station

running rooms.
8) Use of social media during waiting period.
9) Not checking the correct BPC & Authority to proceed before starting.
10) Technical & safety circulars are not acknowledged at the crew

booking points.
11) Not checking availability of different safety items in the engine.
12) LPs & ALPs do not often look back on curves and exchange signals

with Guards.
13) Not stopping of engine 20 mts away while attaching slip/engine on

coaching train.
14) Failure to switch ‘ON’ red marker light in rear cab while working a

light engine or banking engine.
15) After starting from originating station; Crew Changing Station, LPs

are not doing the brake feel test and brake poulir test.
16) LIs are not conducting foot plate inspection on regular basis with

their assigned LPs and counselling them only in crew lobby.
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17) Trains are accelerated immediately after braking without waiting for
release for brakes.

C & W
1) Skipping Rolling in /Rolling out examination.
2) Air tanks are not drained to remove the moisture during Air Brake

examination at pit lines.
3) Use of R-charger handle of DV for application & release of airbrakes

for testing of ICF coaches instead of Rake Test Rig (RTR) during pit
line exam.

4) Avoiding Shunt (Parallel) wire during welding of wagon/coaches,
which is necessary to avoid current flowing through axle box
bearings.

5) Dummy Palm end gauge not used at the end of the last vehicles FP &
BP hose pipes to check the leakage.

6) Buffer height not measured using standard gauge, instead measuring
by tape.

7) Maintenance instructions of rolling stock not available at train
examination point.

8) Trains allowed with defective brake gear assembly such as deficient
brake blocks, worn out brake shoes, bent brake beams and pull rods
and deficient safety brackets.

9) Stop boards and danger lamp not placed on both side of the train
during C&W examination.

10) Helmets, gloves & shoes are not used by maintenance staff.
11) Non-standard piece knuckle pin is used with welding a washer on

top.

GENERAL

1) Issue compliance without actually eliminating the defects.

2) Hide unsatisfactory incidents which may snowball to an accident.

3) Permitting goods train with invalid BPC, without proper GDR checks
and with open wagon doors after unloading.                                    
      

Compiled by :

N B PATIL
SFC/TFC
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BIRTH OF TREASURE

10th May, 1982. A very memorable day for Railway men of
Bengaluru.

A day to remember with golden letters on the walls of Southern
Railway Headquarters, Chennai. A day, that parted, as a married daughter
leaving it’s parent for Mysuru.

Yes, Forty years ago, that day had all these three developments,
when Bengaluru division was inaugurated bisecting Mysuru with an
additional section from Chennai division of the then Southern Railway,
much to the fanfare of not only Railway men, but to all other concerned.

There was a persistent & prestigious demand for it, as Bengaluru,
beyond being the capital, had so many other stakes, which became a
reality, at the behest of then MOSR, inaugurating it at a small building,
housing Office of the OSD, Control Office, Sr.DOM, DME, among others. 
OSD was Sri P.M. JOSEPH, previously, DRM/MYS, (Sculptor of MYS RAILWAY
MUSEUM IN 1979).

I was part of the entourage of DRM/MYS, Sri P. D. KOILPILLAI, which
went to carve out the new division & help the new staff, during the
transition period till it got established.  We were received with full honors,
& the function still slides in my memories, whenever I go by that spot.
With this, Southern Railway gained one more division, Bengaluru crowned
another asset, increasing its tally of Central Government establishments.
Incidentally Mysuru lost one more to Bengaluru, depleting its assets, as it
had already parted, the Capital, Akashavani & others.

Now, four decades have elapsed, a lot of metamorphosis has made
Bengaluru, an unenviable asset of our South Western Railway, with its all-
round improvements. Most probably, all those first staff members of the
division, might have retired by now as Forty years have been completed. It
was only SBC, then, but today we have YPR, BNC, BYPL, SGT and KJM also
contributing to multifaceted strategic importance, thus making it an
invaluable TREASURE.

BEST WISHES TO IT TO ACHIEVE MUCH MORE SUCCESS & bring
towering accolades to our South Western Railway.

Complied by :
G. Muralidhara,

Retd Mail/Express Guard/MYS.
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Headquarters Office
Mechanical Branch

Hubli - 580 023
No. 02 SWR/M/R/02         Dated : 16.03.2022

Instruction No.34

Sub: Unified Procedure for giving Learning Road (LR) to Crew.

There is no unified procedure to be followed by the divisions to
check the efficacy of LR taken by Loco Pilots/Asst. Loco Pilots In this
regard, following unified procedure has been made to be observed by all
the running staff while taking LR:

A. CCC/Lobby lncharge:

(i) As per SWR G&SR S.R.3.78 (i) LR should be given for all the eligible
staff as below.

a) Every Loco Pilot/ Assistant Loco Pilot should be given three trips (Up
and Down direction separately) for learning road, out of which one must
be by night, to familiarize himself with the section(s) on which he is
rostered for duty. On Ghat section and Automatic territories minimum 6
trips of road learning shall be provided in both the directions. If more
than one line is available in a section, at least one trip road learning in
each line shall be provided.

b) On promotion to or officiating as Loco Pilot (Goods) road learning as
prescribed in SR 3.78 (i) (a) has to be provided to Loco Pilot to understand
train dynamics.

c) If the Loco Pilot/Diesel Assistant/Assistant Loco Pilot has not
operated on a section for over three months, he should be given road
learning trips as per the schedule given below:

Duration of absence No. of trips No. of trips On Ghat
section and
Automatic territories

(1) 3-6 months One trip Three trips
(2) 6 months to 2 yrs Two trips Three trips
(3) Over 2 vrs Three trips Six trips

The scale of trips provided as above would apply to all systems of
working.

(i) Concerned CCC/Lobby lncharge of crew shall make LR template
indicating day wise movement and eligible rests to cover the
sections. LP/ALP may be booked to work as per template in a
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manner that, he/she covers requisite trips prescribed without
missing any portion of the section. The lobby wise list of LP/ALP
under LR must also be repeated to divisional power control for
overall monitoring of LR over the division.

(ii) Should specify No. of LR trips to be taken by Freight or Coaching
trains as per their working category.

(iii) Should ensure that LP/ALP is signing ‘ON/OFF’ in CMS before
commencement and after completion of their each LR trips.

(iv) Must ensure LP/ALP has under taken requisite number of trips
without fail.

(v) Should ensure that while booking LP for the first trip after LR, one
CLI is deputed for monitoring his road knowledge for one round trip.

A. CREW

(i) LP/ALP taking LR should sign ‘ON/OFF’ in CMS only at originating/
destination station. LP/ALP should undertake  two LR trips during day
time & one trip during night time.

(ii) LP/ALP should record the details of signals in the LR book/LR sheet
properly such as. name of the signal/signal No. with station name,
KM No., location of signal,  the spot from which the signal is visible
etc. They should also note down the location of tricky signals in the
section.

(iii) LP/ALP shall make themselves conversant about all signals located at
Right hand side of the track. Automatic/Semi-automatic signals,
Repeater signals, Shunting  signals, Gate signals, IB signals, Routing
signals, Trap indicators,  etc. are to  be  called  out loudly with hand
gestures. .

(iv) LP/ALP shall make themselves conversant with Catch sidings, Slip
sidings, Gradients & curves, Station yard layouts, length of main/loop
lines  (CSR),  Fouling  marks, location of LC gates, Coasting and
various Warning boards.

(v) LP/ALP at night time shall make themselves cautious enough to
locate correct signals in bright back ground of lightings of platform/
other lights (including coach indicators on platforms). He/She shall
be in position to correctly identify the correct signals.

(vi) LP/ALP shall make themselves aware of signals of other Branch/Main
lines/siding lines

(vii) converging/diverging.
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(viii) LP/ALP should go in all sidings and make themselves conversant
about  working  in the section. LR of the sidings also are to be
covered along with main line learning.

(ix) LP/ALP should make them conversant about all the signals (including
Shunt signals) and their location wrt to the track for which they are
meant for.

(x) They should also make themselves conversant about various •signals
in Junction stations and major yards in their crew beat.

(xi) Self declaration by LP/ALP should be given to CCC that he has taken
requisite trips of LR and is conversant with the signals and
topography of the section and confident to work the train
independently. If not, staff must submit a Self declaration regarding
non confidence to CCC/lobby lncharge, same to be forwarded to
concerned BO.

B. Loco Inspectors:

(i) Whether LP/ALP has physically undertaken the journey has to be
ensured.

(ii) Whether the LP/ALP has noted down the signal locations properly
i.e. signal name with station name, KM No. etc.

(iii) Whether the LP/ALP has noted down the special nature of signals
like tricky, located on right hand side of the track, etc.

(iv) Knowledge of LP/ALP of the section to be tested by conducting viva-
voce and same should be certified in LR form.

(v) Should monitor his nominated LP/ALP for one round trip after
completion of LR. He will certify that the LP/ALP has gained
satisfactory knowledge of the section.

C. Power Officer:

In  cases of poor learning of road as certified by CLI,  concerned
Power Officer lncharge of crew shall interview LP/ALP about above aspects
and if it is ascertained that LP/ALP has not learned LR properly then
repeat LR may be ordered as per G&SR S. R.3.78 (i) (g). (CM No. 61 dated
27.11.18).

Sd/-

(Raghuveer Prasad Meena)
CME (Dsl & DM) / SWR
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SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY

Headquarters Office

Mechanical Branch

Hubli – 580023

SWR/M/R/02                       Dated: 14.05.2022

Sr.DME/O&F/UBL

Sr.DEE/TRO/SBC

Sr.DEE/MYS

Sub : Unified procedure for giving Learning Road &
Signals (LRS) to Crew.

Ref : (i) CME (Dsl & DM)/SWR letter no. SWR/M/R-02
dated 16.03.2022.

(ii) PCEE’s approval on –e Office file no.56963
vide note # 09 dated 27.04.2022.

(iii) CPC message no. 27/04/100 dated 27.04.2022
issued to all three Divisions.

*****

The detailed procedures for giving LRS to Crew has already been
issued vide the Ref (i) above. Recently, in the VC conducted by
Railway Board, CRB has emphasized that LPs/ALPs should be given
Learning Road & Signal location (LRS) in major yards on foot by CLI.

In this connection, PCEE has approved the following additional
guidelines ref(ii) to be followed during LRS of Crew in the major
yards, which is already advised to all the three divisions vide ref (iii)
above.

Standardisation of LRS:

There are instructions that nominated CLI should personally take
LP/ALP in major yards & stations for the purpose of giving LRS foot
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by foot. In addition to these instructions, LP/ALP undergoing LRS
should draw sketches of yards and stations after foot by foot LRS
indicating various signals controlling Train movement, Signals at
critical locations, permanent speed restrictions etc., for thorough
understanding of safe train working. These sketches should be
checked by LP/ALP for correctness by referring to Signal location
books provided to them and shall be endorsed by CLI.

Competency certificate is to be issued to LP/ALP only after
adequate testing and ensuring that he has properly completed LRS
and details in prescribed proforma are submitted by CLI.

Following yards & stations are to be considered as major for taking
LRS as per above guidelines:

UBL Division:

TNGL, JSW, HPT, UBL, KSNK, CLR, VSG, NVU, GDG, BJP, BAY, BGM,
LD, MRJ, GTL, SUR, MAO.

SBC Division:

SBC, YPR, SMVB, MYS, SGT, HAS, BWT, ASK, GTL, DNHE, DMM, JTJ,
MAS, SA, ED & SMET.

MYS Division:

MYS, MNGT, HAS, ASK, JRU, HPT, TNGL, BAY, MAQ, KNKD, PNMB,
UBL, SBC, YPR, KJM, SKLR & DVG.

These lists of major yards & Stations may be reviewed time to time
based on Crew Beat changes to suit the change in traffic pattern, by
Divisions as per Divisional requirement. The above guidelines
should be advised to all the Running Staff through an SOB and
personal counseling by CLIs.

Please ensure the compliance and confirm

(M.S.Velan)

AME/HQ/SWR

for CME D&DM/SWR
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SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY
àYmZ H$m`m©©b`

Headquarters Office,
g§ajm, hþ~br

Safety Department, Hubli.

No. T.389/Running Staff Date  18.05.2022

DRMs/UBL, SBC & MYS

Sub: Road Learning of LP/ALP/LP Shunters.
* * * * *

After the sample auditing of system followed in SWR
regarding LRS of LP/ALP/LP Shunters specifically in major yards, it is
noticed that the directions/guidelines issued by CME/Dsl&DM are
not being implemented effectively by the Divisions for issuing the
road learning authority.  The system as proposed now is in addition
to the existing instructions on the subject. In this connection, the
following improvements to existing system are proposed to ensure
effective learning road and signal location of LP/ALP/LP Shunters
specifically in major yards.

1) CLIs should refresh their understanding of signals in major
yards and they should be able to draw the yard diagram
with signals independently.

2) All LP/ALP/LP Shunters deputed for LRS which includes
major yards as identified by the Railway, the CLI should
train LP/ALP/LP Shunters for all signals in yards by conducting
foot inspection.

3) At the end of road learning of major yards, LP/ALP/LP
Shunters should be able to draw the yard diagram with
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signal location to prove that they are understood all signal
Locations in the yards.

4) CLI should conduct interview of LP/ALP/LP Shunters to know
his competency about the section topography and signal
location including yards.

5) The LRS should be issued after ensuring the process have
been followed, and declaration to be obtained as reflected
in checklist (enclosed). The checklist is based on the
directions/guidelines issued over the period.

6) The record of road learning with check list should be kept in
proper file for each LP/ALP/LP Shunter in crew lobby and
the same should be produced for scrutiny of inspecting
officials.

7)         Station Working Rules (SWR) of major yards of their crew
beat should be available in all the Combined Crew Booking
Lobbies for reference of crew.

8) All the LP Shunter working in major yards may be trained
again in major yards and programme may be drawn by the
Division, so that the LP Shunters are well trained in yard
signals once again based on the system proposed.

This shall be implemented with immediate effect.

AmbmoH$ {Vdmar /
ALOK TIWARI

àYmZ _w»` g§ajm A{YH$mar /
Pr. Chief Safety Officer
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MEDICINE IS NOT ALWAYS FOUND IN BOTTLES, TABLETS
OR VACCINES.

Detoxification is Medicine.

Quitting Junk Food is Medicine.

Exercise is Medicine.

Fasting is Medicine.

Nature is Medicine.

Laughter is Medicine.

Vegetables And Fruits Are Medicines.

Sleep is Medicine.

Sunlight is Medicine.

Gratitude And Love Are Medicines.

Friends are Medicine.

Meditation is Medicine.

Being Fearless is Medicine.

Positive attitude is Medicine.

Unconditional love towards all living beings is Medicine.

Listening is medicine.

Speaking up  and  sharing is medicine .

“ACCEPTING   & STAYING   IN   PRESENT MOMENT IS THE

BEST MEDICINE”

Compiled by:
Sudhakara K,
SFC/Loco/HQ






